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University of economy is the oldest, non-public university in Bydgoszcz. the two pillars of our 
activities are skills and competence. in 2014, we are going to celebrate the 25th anniversary  
of the idea of the “enterprise of Knowledge”. We are particularly proud of our relationships with 
the business sector and the highest rate of multiculturality. our contacts with foreign partners allow 
students of University of economy to participate in a double diploma programme and prestigious 
international projects. We are immensely proud of our students and graduates! We would like to 
invite you to University of economy!    

President
Krzysztof sikora

economy, hidden in the name of the University which i have a privilege to represent, was not 
chosen by chance. i am an economist and i come from the business environment. therefore,  
I can appreciate the significance University of Economy attaches to academic enterprise and the 
commercialization of the scientific know-how. These activities bring benefits both to the University 
and its Partners. However, our students are always the special recipients of such a modern 
thinking, being in accordance with the model of the  learning organization and the knowledge 
based society.  

rector
Prof. Wiesław Olszewski

Faculty of Tourism  
Economy in Ełk

Faculty of Management  
and Engineering in Malbork

Faculty of Technology  
in Toruń

Faculty of Management  
and Enterpreneurship in Słupsk

Faculty of Management and Social 
Sciences in Inowrocław

Welcome to University of economy

Faculty of Applied Studies  
in Bydgoszcz

cracow

Wroclaw

Our branches in Poland

WarsawPoznan

Gdansk

Bydgoszcz torun Inowrocław Ełk malbork Słupsk

Berlin

Prague

Kaliningrad vilnius

Kiev

minsk
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University of economy is currently the 
largest non-state institution of higher 
education in northern Poland. it was 
established in accordance with a directive 
issued by the ministry of national 
education on the 17th march 1999 and it 
has the same rights as all the other Polish 
state institutions of higher education.  
its foundation was preceded by a ten-
year experience gained from providing 
post-secondary education aimed at 
qualifying staff for free market economy, 
in particular for tourism sector as well as 
for the use of modern it technologies in 
enterprise management. the University 
was founded by the KoLFer company 
– one of the first private institutions in 
the region to be professionally engaged 
in fostering national and international 
tourism.

mission and vision 
the mission of University of economy is to shape individuals 
capable of creative and critical thinking, striving for continuous 
improvement of students’ knowledge and professional skills to meet 
the standards of educated society, taking up social and economic 
challenges of the present out of a sense of civic duty and respect 
for human dignity. 

the University aims at teaching students both soft and hard skills 
that are currently essential in multinational and multicultural 
europe. 

teachers coming from different parts of the world adapt distinctly 
different approaches to knowledge transfer and share their 
international experience as well as good practices with our students. 

History
in 1999 University of economy was founded as a non-state university 
with one field of study and one specialty. The first inauguration 
ceremony was attended by several hundred students. 

Year by year, the number of fields of studies and specialty areas 
increased as well as the number of renown and highly regarded 
lecturers. simultaneously regional university branches have been 
created in the cities such as Malbork, Inowrocław, Ełk, Torun and 
Słupsk. 

in 2004 the University obtained the right to award master degrees. 
currently, we provide education to approximately 7000 students 
from all over the country but as well to foreign students, in 20 fields 
of study and over 50 specialties.

University of economy
www.wsg.byd.pl                                    Poland, 85-229 Bydgoszcz, Garbary street 2

CREdIbIlITy
the biggest private university  
in northern Poland

RECEpTIvEnEss 
We are open to learn  
from experience

TRadITIon
25 years 
of experience 

Main University campus  in bydgoszcz
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By undertaking studies at University 
of economy, students gain new 
possibilities of self-development, 
an access to well-organized study 
programmes taught by experienced 
academics, experts and professors. 
one would also have an opportunity to 
carry out industry-linked projects and 
gain some work experience in different 
Polish and foreign companies. 

University of economy offers 20 BA 
and mA study programmes and over 
50 specialties in including master, 
engineer and Bachelor degree studies. 
According to resolutions of the Bologna 
system, students may continue their 
education undertaking second-cycle 
studies in a different field than their 
first-cycle studies. Master studies last  
3 or 4 semesters depending on  
a study field. In order to get Master 
title, a student needs to pass all exams, 
and write and defend master thesis. 

Physioteraphy       B.A.

Dietetics          B.A.

Physical education     B.A.

sports and recreation   B.A.

Hotel management  
and Gastronomy      B.A.

Wellness and Health  
tourism           B.A.

tourism  
and recreation       m.A.

Geography         m.A.
early childhood  
education          B.A.

social rehabilitation    B.A.

Psychopedagogics     B.A.

Human resources 
management        B.A.

Accounting and taxes   B.A.

transport and Logistics  B.A.

Logistics          B.sc.

economics          m.A.

mechatronics        B.sc.

mechatronics        m.A.

information and communi-
cation technology     B.sc.

Programming       B.sc.

Graphic Design  
and multimedia      B.sc.

renewable energy 
Production         B.sc.

Production engineering   B.sc.

construction engineering   B.sc.

Architecture        B.sc.

HeALtH, sPorts,  
toUrism

sociAL sciences

moDern tecHnoLoGies

entrePreneUrsHiP  
AnD BUsiness

english studies       B.A.

Applied Linguistics     B.A.

culture management   B.A.

culture management   m.A.

Photography and  
multimedia technology  B.A.

cultural studies      m.A.

cULtUre  
AnD LAnGUAGe

constrUction  
enGineerinG AnD DesiGn

study offer
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Hochschule Heilbronn (Germany)  
International Tourism Management (Ma studies)

the university ranks amongst the major institutions 
of Higher education in the state of Baden-Württem-
berg where it caters for almost 8,000 degree-seeking 
students on four campuses. Hochschule Heilbronn  
is one of the best universities in Germany in field the 
of tourism.

University of economy cooperates with many Higher 
education institutions all around the world. With 
some of them we have implemented common study 
programmes. Currently, the University offers five 
Double Degree Programmes. 

to learn more visit: www.doubledegree.byd.pl

The Modern University for Humanities (Russia)  
Management (ba studies),  
Tourism and Recreation (Ma studies)

the university was established in 1992 as a state-
accredited higher educational institution offering 
primarily distance-based undergraduate, graduate, 
and post-graduate studies and vocational education.

The Kherson state University (Ukraine)  
physical Education (ba studies)

The university is one the largest educational, scientific, 
pedagogical, and cultural centers of southern Ukraine. 
the Kherson state University offers full-day, extra-
mural, external studies attended by 8000 students 
from 23 regions of Ukraine and other countries.

Double Degree Programmes

sMK University of applied social sciences  
(lithuania) 
International Marketing  
and branding (ba studies) 

established in 1994, the smK educates leaders 
who will accept responsibility and make positive 
contributions to an increasingly independent and 
multicultural world. 

Universite Toulouse II-le Mirail (France) 
Tourism and development (Ma studies) 

Founded in 1229, the University of toulouse-mirail 
offers degrees in a broad variety of disciplines, 
from the undergraduate level to the doctorate. the 
University has 23.000 students representing 150 
nationalities and is one of the leading academic 
institution in research and education in France.
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mechatronics is a relatively new discipline of applied 
sciences, created as a result of the in-depth merging 
of different fields of technology such as electronics, 
mechanics, automation and robotics. 

University of economy offers 4-semester mechatronics 
studies providing a broadly based mechatronic education 
to students from all around the world. the knowledge 
covers mechanics, mechanical engineering and machine 
operation, electronics, informatics and automatics and 
robotics. 

the University provides its students with modern lab 
facilities, in particular the laboratories for microprocessor 
systems, control systems and renewable energy sources. 

The staff includes scientists with extensive scientific, 
teaching and organizational experience who have already 
gained recognition in Poland and abroad. students have 
a possibility to participate in classes given by experts  
in different fields. 

the purpose of studying 4-semester mA programme in  
economics at University of economy is to strengthen and extend 
the knowledge not only with the economic backgrounds gained 
during undergraduate studies but also of graduates of different 
BA study fields. 

Apart from being ready for their professional careers, 
economics’ graduates will be aware of their responsibility 
for decision-making, especially in the field of a company’s 
operations on the global market. the knowledge the 
graduates will gain covers a broad scope of issues concerning 
management of financial, human and material resources both 
on the micro- and macroeconomic level but also globalization 
and international trade exchange. they will be also able to put 
analytical methods into practice in order to make economic 
diagnoses and forecasts, provide counseling, and develop 
projects for state-owned and private organizations. 

classes are conducted by esteemed lecturers both local  
and from abroad, therefore students have an opportunity  
to learn through new, different and often very innovative 
teaching methods. 

master degree in economics
(in english language)

master degree in mechatronics
(in english language)

Since Poland is EU member  
our diploma is officially recognized in all European countries
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pRoFEssIonal CaREER 
additional education, postgraduate studies are an asset for those who 
apply for an attractive position. the decision to complete academic 
education very often influences the chances to get an attractive job 
or being promoted. 

some of the postgraduate  
programmes:

Academy of Diplomats
coaching
computer Graphics  
and multimedia
computer network  
Administration and security
e-commerce
entertainment  
and event management
eU Funds management
Human resources management
Psychology in management
Public relations
Quality management
social economy

Postgraduate studies

Benefits for postgraduate students

possIbIlITy To ExCHanGE ExpERIEnCEs 
taking part in classes is a chance to establish contacts with 
specialists from the business environment which enables exchange  
of information among students, practitioners and scientists.

InnovaTIvE sTUdy CURRICUla  
study contents at postgraduate studies combine theory with the latest 
practice and answer their needs of the job market. 

InTEREsTInG FoRMs oF ClassEs
lectures serve as an introduction to classes; they allow getting basic 
knowledge about the discussed issues. classes are mostly based on 
an active participation: activities, discussions, laboratories, workshop 
or case study complete the theory presented during lectures. 

HIGHly qUalIFIEd TEaCHERs 
comprising of professors, professionals in different fields, and 
practitioners who combine theory with the latest practice. 

Postgraduate studies - a very interesting and modern way for graduates 
to get additional expert knowledge. it also serves as a way to change 
qualifications or job. Postgraduate studies last 2 or 3 semesters. 
the offer of postgraduate studies at Uoe consists of more than 70 
programmes.

Master of business  
administration (Mba)

in cooperation with our partners 
from the netherlands and Poland 
the University offers two master of 
Business Administration Programmes. 

to learn more visit  
www.mba.wsg.byd.pl

our graduates
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the ”visiting Professor” programme has been running 
at University of economy for many years. the main 
aim of the programme is to support the development 
of the university’s teaching potential and to make the 
educational offer more attractive by diversifying both 
the curriculum and teaching methods. Due to the 
participation in classes conducted by highly respected 
lecturers from abroad, students have an opportunity 
to gain a new perspective on topics they are interested 
in. Because english is the language of instruction, 
the students also have the possibility to increase their 
linguistic competence by broadening the vocabulary 
connected with specific areas. 

teaching Approach

visiting Professor Programme I have been a Visiting Professor here 
since 2010 and have been teaching 
at the Department of Tourism 
Economy and Geography. The 
University itself is a fast developing 
higher education institution with the 
most professional administrative 
and teaching staff I have ever met. 
Students are friendly and open 
minded which makes the teaching 

process effective and pleasant. What I also like about 
the University are the innovative education methods and 
international atmosphere. I truly feel that University of 
Economy is not only a great place to work but also a great 
place to be in. 

Prof. Lorant David (Hungary)

in order to provide students with the best possible 
quality of teaching, the University has implemented 
a variety of teaching methods. thanks to the 
cooperation with local and international companies, 
our students may broaden their pragmatical 
knowledge and exchange professional experience 
within a circle of best specialists. While meeting 
the requirements of the educational market, the 
University cooperates with the best teachers – experts 
not only from Poland but also from all around the 
world. this successful cooperation results in learning 
and implementing the best possible and innovative 
teaching methods.

student business Zone that is located on the campus 
is a complex service to support development students’ 
entrepreneurship ideas. the business support is done on 
several levels:

• Academic Business Incubator – for people who want to 
try and develop their business ideas 

• International Business Incubator – for foreign students 
and people who want to expand their activity outside of 
Poland

• Third Sector Incubator - for people who want to establish 
foundation and association 

• Coworking Zone
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the University’s modern campus is located in the very center of Bydgoszcz. 
it includes 13 buildings and recreational facilities in a compact complex with 
established greenery in a picturesque bend of the Brda river. excellent transport 
links and proximity to rail and bus stations are additional advantages. 

All of these give students a unique opportunity to study at the possible highest 
and comfort level.

infrastructure

building W buildings G, H, J building M building K

building a building b building C building l

main campus of University in Bydgoszcz

• Student Business Zone • 90 well-equipped classrooms

• 9 lecture theaters   • a complex of residential flats for students

• 12 computer labs   • 1.5 hectares of recreational areas

• a modern library   • an arboretum with a geological display

• a modern sports hall  • an astronomical

• a kayaking dock     

• the unique Museum of Photography

and meteorological observatory
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A wide cooperation network with partners from all around 
the world as well as successful implementation of the 
internationalisation strategy of University of economy 
have been playing an essential role in its development. 
the University is a member of a few partner networks and 
cooperates with more than 60 Heis in different areas: 
students and teachers exchange, dual and multiply degree 
programmes, common r+D as well as educational 
projects. 

thanks to the University’s systematic development and 
introduction of innovative methods connected with 
educational process, Uoe has increased its quality and has 
adapted it to the needs and requirements of the globalised 
labour market. these are among others language skills 
and so called international skills, which are of great 
importance when working in an international environment. 
students of Uoe may gain all of these skills by their 
participation in a wide variety of international workshops, 
courses and organizations, and also by studying per se in 
the international environment created by more than 300 
international students and 20 visiting professors coming 
from abroad.  

since many years Uoe has participated in the LLP-
erasmus (from 2014 erasmus+) programme. thanks to 
that approx. 200 students and 150 teachers took part in 
mobility between our University and our foreign partner 
institutions from the eU, eU candidate countries and eFtA/
eeA members.

international outlook
Aalborg University
Adkeniz University

Alanus Hochschule Bonn
Almaty Academy of economics and statistics

Alytus college
Artesis Hogeschool Antwerpen

Belarusian state University
cologne Business school

cukurova University
Daugavpils University

Dniepropetrovsk University of economics and Law
Düzce University

ecole supérieure des sciences techniques et de management
estonian it college

Fachhochschule eberswalde
Fachhochschule Kiel

Fachhochschule stralsund
Hochschule Heilbronn

Hochschule neubrandenburg
Höhere Graphische Bundes-Lehr- und versuchanstalt

instituto Piaget
instituto Politécnico de Leiria

international school of Law and Business
issA school of management Assistants - University of navarra

izmir Kâtip Çelebi University
Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitat Frankfurt am main

Károly robert college
Katholieke Hogeschool Zuid-West-Vlaanderen

Kherson state University
L”institut Universitaire de technologie de Lille

Laurea University of Applied sciences
Lviv Polytechnic national University

maastricht Hotel management school
maastricht school of management

mendeleev University of chemical technology of russia
nancy Université

our partners in the world
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international projects

since 2011 in cooperation with Polish economy society, nicolaus copernicus 
University and Laurea University of Applied sciences in Helsinki, Uoe has been 
conducting the inlab project Innovative laboratory of Cooperation between 
sciences and business. the main goal of this project is to create a new model 
of knowledge transfer from Higher educational institutions to the business sector. 
the aims of the project are realized by adapting good practices and solutions used 
in Finland. the main goals of inLabs are to simplify contacts between universities 
and business life, to create solutions dedicated to specific enterprises and to realize 
research and development works.

some of the international projects 
realized at UoE 

Manager Coordinating brownfield 
Redevelopment activities  
(CobRaMan)
 • Programme: Central Europe
 • 17 partners from 7 countries
 • Budget: 2 542 800 EUR 
Education and awareness-raising  
the key to understand EU enlargement 
process 
 • Programme: PRINCE2010
 • 14 associated institutions from  
  11 countries
 • Budget: 199 499 EUR
Innovative laboratory for Cooperation 
of science and business inlab 
 • Programme: European Social  
  Fund – operational Programme  
  Human capital 
 • 4 partners from 4 countries
 • Budget: 392 000 EUR 

International approaches  
to Entrepreneurship 
 • Programme: LLP-Erasmus Intensive  
  Programme
 • 11 partners from 6 countries
 • Budget: 40 849 EUR
Revitalization of postindustrial  
building and industrial tourism  
good practices in v4
 • Programme: Visegrad Fund
 • 4 partners from 4 countries
 • Budget: 8 400 EUR
EconomicEducational Territorial  
structure (ET-struct) 
 • Programme: Central Europe
 • 9 partners from 5 countries
 • Budget: 3 624 696 EUR
programming Mobile applications  
for android system
 • Programme: LLP-Erasmus  
  intensive Programme
 • 6 partners from 6 countries
 • Budget: 27 290 EUR

new Bulgarian University
ningbo University
odessa state University of economics
Perth college
Pushkin institute
Pushkin state russian Language institute
rezeknes Augstskola
riga Aeronautical institute
romualdo Del Bianco Foundation
russian University of cooperation
seinäjoki University of Applied sciences
slovak University of Agriculture in nitra
smK University of Applied social sciences
technische Universitat Darmstadt
tecnológico de monterrey
the Hague University of Applied science
the Kazakh Academy of sport and tourism
transport and telecommunication  
institute riga
Universidad de cantabria
Universidad de vigo
Universidade Portucalense infante D. Henrique
Universitat rovira i virgili
Universitatea “1 Decembrie 1918” Alba iulia
Université de toulouse- Le mirail
University of Applied sciences Düsseldorf
University of Ljubljana
University of szeged
University of West Hungary
University of Wolverhampton
vilniaus Kolegija/University  
of Applied sciences
vilnius Business college
vŠB-technical University of ostrava
vysoka skola Polytechnicka Jihlava
West Kazakhstan state University

our partners in Europe

Europe satellite map, Source: NASAWorld satellite map, Source: NASA
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school of Foreign Languages
the school of Foreign Languages of University of economy 
offers language courses in more than 20 foreign languages 
(among others english, German, French, italian, Greek, 
spanish, Japanese, chinese, Arabic, czech, serbian, Ukrainian, 
turkish, romanian) as well as the sign language and Polish for 
foreigners. 

Apart from general courses we also offer preparation courses 
for international certificates including TELC, LCCI (Business 
english), AccUeiL, Fce, cAe. the school organizes courses 
for doctoral students, summer tours to moscow and Petersburg, 
language classes for secondary school students and B2 level 
courses for civil officers. 

Furthermore, the institution includes the school of Polish 
language and culture and the centre for specialized 
translations, dealing with both written and oral translations.

to learn more visit: www.szjo.byd.pl

international students 
University of economy is an international institution 
with a deep understanding of the cultural differences 
of its students and teachers. currently, over 300 
students from all around the world study at the 
University. International Affairs Office as well as 
International Recruitment Office assist international 
students with any queries before their arrival as well 
as during their stay in Poland. 

once the students arrive in Bydgoszcz, they get 
professional help from students participating in the 
study Buddy Programme. they help international 
students to adapt to a new academic and cultural 
environment. moreover, that kind of support tightens 
bonds among students. Additionally, international 
students have the opportunity to participate in the 
orientation Days being organized by all Bydgoszcz 
universities.

international 
outlook

I am a student of Tourism and Rec-
reation. One of the main reasons 
that I have chosen University of 
Economy is the possibility to gain 
a European diploma which gives 
me a great opportunity to find  
a satisfactory job. After studying 
here for a half a year, I feel as 
a part of international academic 
community. Both teachers and ad-

ministrative staff have really nice attitude towards stu-
dents, regardless of the fact that I am from abroad and 
some things are totally new for me. 

evgeny vyaznikov (russia)

I was a chief of Association of International 
Students AIS in our university. I studied 
English philology. The University gives 
students a lot of great chances to develop 
themselves in different ways. I took those 
chances to the max. I improved my language 
skills (English and French), met people from 
different parts of the world, broadened my 
horizons, acquired intercultural knowledge. 
During my studies I was in France for  

a three month internship, in Slovenia for one semester (Erasmus 
exchange programme). I am sure that this experience will 
contribute to my future career.

ielyzaveta Ponomarenko (Ukraine)
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Ais - Association  
of international students 
Association of international students – Ais is 
Uoe’s international students voice. the association 
represents international students and meets 
their needs supporting by friendly multicultural 
environment. 

every student from abroad  studying at the university 
can become a member of this organization. 
Amongst the main activities of the Ais members 
there is a preparation of events that mark culture 
and traditions of different regions of the world, 
and also engage in different academic, political 
and social activities. Besides, the Ais members 
help students from different countries with easier 
integration and therefore, quicker assimilation to 
the University’s life.

intensive Programmes 
Uoe has been coordinating and taking part in a couple of 
intensive Programmes for many years.  the short-term study 
programmes bring together students and teaching staff from 
higher education institutions from the EU, encouraging efficient 
and multinational teaching of specific topics that are rarely 
taught at Heis in europe. 

the iPs enable both students and academic staff to work together 
in international groups and thereby to benefit from innovative 
teaching and learning methods, and what is more to exchange 
their experience and approach to different areas of education. 

University of economy has been so far coordinating two intensive 
Programmes – “international Approaches to entrepreneurship” 
interAte and “Programming mobile Applications for Android 
system” PromAnD. Both teachers and students taking part in 
intensive Programmes come from different parts of europe and 
this allows sharing both experience and good practice.

When I chose University of Economy, the 
main decisive factor was flexible learning 
options and the possibility to participate in 
classes given by professors from abroad. 
What else I like about the classes here is 
that they are practical-oriented and we 
very often work on cases regarding real 
business problems. Besides, being a part of 
the large group of foreign students is also 
very important to me. I need to admit that 

there is a great social life at the University and students have 
many opportunities to participate in different events organized 
by students and by the University. 

tolga savas (turkey)

The main reason that I entered 
this university was the fact that 
classes are given by visiting 
professors coming from different 
parts of the world. The lecturers 
are always on hand whenever  
I need to consult them on certain 
issues. The university has good 
connections to other institutes all 
over the world and its students 

have many possibilities to study abroad within 
different exchange programmes. I also like Bydgoszcz 
city which is just a perfect place to live.  

murat yusupov (Kazakhstan)
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Uoe students have over 30 different 
sport clubs to choose from, all of 
them associated in the University 
Sports Association (AZS) of University 
of economy. some of the clubs are 
open to all Uoe students of any skill 
level, and some of them unite only 
professional sportsmen studying at the 
University. the philosophy of the sports 
clubs is to develop and nurture sport 
culture among students, teach fair-play 
rules and  best practice of competition. 
University of economy supports 
youth sport, and academic as well 
as professional sports by promoting 
talented sportsmen. 

the sports clubs at the University 
succeed in sport competitions at 
regional, nationwide and international 
levels. eight students from our university 
took part in the London 2012 olympics 
and three of them: Beata Mikołajczyk, 
magdalena Fularczyk and Adrian 
Zielinski won medals (bronze, bronze, 
gold). in addition, Uoe students won 
1st place in the european Academic 
rowing championship in 2008-2010, 
1st place in european Academic 
championship in Women’s volleyball, 
1st place in the general classification 
of 26th championships of the Polish 
Universities, and many more. 

Amongst our students receiving a sports 
scholarship there are native Poles, 
including the olympic competitors. 
University of economy is the only one 
in the region, which endows the best 
students-sportsmen with scholarship 
from the University’s fund and supports 
junior sportsmen.  

sport sections 
• cross-country
• Basketball
• Football and Futsal
• Handball
• table tennis
• sailing
• Horse-riding
• Athletics
• men’s volleyball 
• Women’s volleyball
• swimming
• rowing
• cycling
• skiing and snowboard
• strength sports
• Zumba

sports

Adrian Zielinski
tourism and recreation

sports discipline: weightlifting

Achievements:
olympic Games 2012  – gold

World championship 2011 – bronze
World championship 2010– gold

World University championship 2010 – gold

Dorota Bucław
tourism and recreation

sports discipline: table tennis

Achievements:
olympic Games  2012 – 5th place

Lignano master open 2011 – bronze
Lovenia open 2011- silver

Dutch open 2011 – 2 x silver

Magdalena Fularczyk–Kozłowska, 
tourism and recreation

sports discipline: rowing

Achievements:
olympic Games  2012  - bronze

european championship  2013 - silver
World championship  2013 – bronze

european University championships  2013 – gold

Beata Mikołajczyk
tourism and recreation

sports discipline: kayaking

Achievements:
olympic Games 2010, 2012– bronze
World championship 2013 – bronze

World championship 2013 – 4th place
european championship 2013 – gold

iga Baumgart 
Physical education

sports discipline: athletics 

Achievements:
Polish championship 2013– bronze
olympic Games 2012 – 11th place 

Polish championship 2012 – silver, bronze
World championships2011 - silver
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international units 

International affairs office 
International Affairs Office oversees all of the major international activities 
at University of economy. We provide support to our international exchange 
students as well as international teaching and administrative staff who 
come to the University within different exchange programmes. We also offer 
opportunities for Uoe students to study and intern abroad as well as for 
academic staff to teach at foreign partner Higher education institutions. 

In addition, International Affairs Office hosts and coorganizes Intensive 
Programmes for foreign students visiting the Unieversity. Finally, iAo 
supports and advices different faculties of Uoe to enable them to establish 
new partnerships, receive external financial support or maintain as well as 
strengthen international relationships.

International Recruitment office
The main duty of International Recruitment Office is to provide a professional 
and effective service for recruiting and admitting students. candidates from 
abroad receive information about enrollment process, list of documents 
required for the recruitment, assistance in obtaining a visa. 

International Recruitment Office helps to find accommodation for future 
students as well as provides help for enrolling and participating in the 
intensive course of Polish language organized by the University. After arrival 
to Bydgoszcz, students are supported by office’s assistants in acclimatization 
in Poland. Additionally, the International Recruitment Office organizes 
presentations about University of economy and campus tours for candidates. 
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The Robert schuman European Centre
the robert schuman european centre at University of economy was 
founded in october 2007. its main purpose is to promote the european 
Union-related knowledge and also to engage in the activities belonging to 
different areas. Within the centre, there are following organizational units:

• European Commission Information Centres – Europe Direct provides 
information and advice in all areas related to european issues.

• Regional and Local Eurodesk Information Centre which carries out the 
european information programme for the youth and people working 
with them. 

• European Documentation Centre – supports academic and research 
centres in promotion and development of european integration research. 

• Enterprise Europe Network local centre at Europe Direct information 
centre – offers smes comprehensive services which help to develop the 
potential and innovative abilities.

• Regional Centre for International Debates - is supported and co-financed 
by the Polish ministry of Foreign Affairs and organises debates, seminars, 
workshops, trainings.



Poland is a country located in the very center of europe. the total 
area of Poland is 312,679 square kilometers making it the 69th 
largest country in the world and the sixth largest of the european 
Union’s 28 member states. 

Most of the country is flat, with an average elevation of 173 meters. 
in the north is the Baltic seacoast, which extends from the Bay of 
Pomerania to the Gulf of Gdansk. in the south lies the Polish mountain 
region, including the sudetes, the Kraków-czestochowa Upland, 
the swietokrzyskie mountains, and the carpathian mountains, 
including the Beskids. the highest part of the carpathians is the tatra 
mountains, along Poland’s southern border. 

the economy of Poland is the sixth largest in the eU and one of 
the fastest growing economies in europe. Having a strong domestic 
market, low private debt and a flexible currency, Poland is the only 
european economy to have avoided the late 2000s recession. 

area: 312,679 km2 

population: 38.7 m.

official language: Polish

Capital city:  
Warsaw (1.8 m. inhabitants)

Currency: 1 zloty (PLn) 

Climate:  
moderate with both maritime  
and continental elements  

biggest cities:  
Warsaw, cracow, Wroclaw, Poznan, 
Lodz, Gdansk, Bydgoszcz, torun

POLAND facts and figures

Bydgoszcz & torun metropolis
Bydgoszcz is a city of 400.000 inhabitants, and the capital of one of 
the 16 districts in Poland (Kuyavia and Pomerania). the city is one of 
the biggest and most important Polish economic, cultural and medical 
centers in which numerous of well-known international companies, 
mainly representing industry of advanced technologies have their 
headquarters. Bydgoszcz is also one of the best interconnected cities in 
Poland. the city has its own airport, a water tram, an extensive network 
of buses and trams. As well as a big river port which makes it one of 
the most significant link in a water system connected via Noteć, Warta, 
odra, elbe to the rhine and rotterdam. 

Above all, Bydgoszcz is the most significant center of music in Poland. 
near the opera house the “opera nova”, which is a modern and 
architecturally interesting building, there is the “ignacy Paderewski’s 
concert Hall”, which is famous for its excellent acoustics. 

torun is one of the oldest cities in Poland. 
situated only 45 km from Bydgoszcz, the city 
is a very important Polish tourist center. the 
medieval old town of torunis the birthplace of 
the astronomer nicolaus copernicus. the city 
has been listed on the Unesco list of World 
Heritage sites since 1997 and it is famous for 
its medieval ground plan and many Gothic 
buildings. 

torun is well known for gingerbread, a type 
of cake made in elaborate moulds. torun as 
one of only few cities in Poland is equipped 
with a planetarium and an astronomical 
observatory. 
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